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I. Introduction 

A.  The American Revolution – how American social life changed; larger consequences 

− Military service created political commitment and vice versa; before the rev family, kinship and 

locality dominated social life, after the idea of citizenship connected people to more distant 

institutions of government, inspired other nations (Spain's colonies and France) to have own 

republican revolutions and overthrow monarchical rule. 

 

II. The Trials of War, 1776-1778 

A. British advantage – compare British and American troops and resources 

− Great Britain: larger popln, wealth, most powerful navy in the world, large standing army, plus 

German and Native American allies. Americans: lacked economic and military strength, central 

gov, tax revenue, soldiers were poorly trained and inexperienced. 

 

B. Battle of Long Island – main leaders of each side and what happened 

− General William Howe defeated the Americans led by George Washington in August 1776 and 

forced them to retreat to Manhattan Island. First major engagement of the new Continental Army, 

defending against 32,000 British troops outside NY City. 

 

C. Battle of Saratoga – when it was and what happened 

− Multistage battle in NY ending with the surrender of British General John Burgoyne. The victory 

ensured the diplomatic success of American Representatives in Paris who won a military alliance 

with France. 

 

D. Patriot Women – how and why they aided the war effort 

− Wartime difficulties led to resource scarcity and high prices; the gov requisitioned military 

supplies directly from the people. Women increased the production of homespun cloth and also 

took up farm duties left by the men that went to war. 

 

E. Valley Forge – significance; Baron von Steuben and his contribution 

− A particularly hard winter in 1777 that cost the Americans about as many lives as the previous two 

years of fighting. Von Steuben: former Prussian military officer that joined the US cause and 

instituted a strict drill system that made the troops tougher and more disciplined. 

 

III. The Path to Victory, 1778-1783  

A. The French Alliance – why America and France were unlikely partners; Comte de Vergennes 

− Diff. religious and political beliefs (France: Catholic and a monarchy, the US: Protestant and a 

federation of republics). Vergennes: French foreign minister, convinced Louis XIV to give US a 

secret loan and gunpowder to avenge the loss of Canada to the British. 
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B. War in the South – Britain's revised military strategy; the role of African Americans in the war, 

Philipsburg Proclamation  

− Britain wanted to defend the West Indies and capture the rich tobacco- and rice- growing colonies 

(Virginia, Carolinas, Georgia). They exploited the Patriot's fear of a slave uprising and actively 

recruited slaves to their cause. In 1779 the Philipsburg Proclamation promised that any slave that 

abandoned his master would receive protection, freedom and land from Great Britain; eventually 

George Washington allowed African Americans to enlist for the US cause. 

 

C. Battle to Yorktown – what happened and who was involved 

− French and American troops and a French fleet (led by Washington, Lafayette and Rochambeau) 

trapped the British army under the command of General Cornwallis at Yorktown, Virginia. The 

Franco-American victory broke the resolve of the British Government. 

 

D. The Patriot Advantage – factors that made Washington so successful 

− Washington deferred to elected officials and thereby won support of the Continental Congress and 

state governments. His military background made him confident in pursuing a defensive strategy 

that minimized casualties and maintained morale. Because the Patriots controlled local 

governments Washington had a greater margin of error than the British. 

 

E. Currency Tax – what it was 

− A hidden tax (as a result of rampant inflation) on the farmers and artisans that accepted 

Continental bills in payment for supplies and on the thousands of soldiers who took them as pay. 

 

F. Treaty of Paris – what it was 

− Ended the Revolutionary War. Great Britain formally recognized American Independence and 

relinquished claims to lands south of the Great Lakes and east of the Mississippi River. 

 

 

IV. Creating Republican Institutions, 1776-1787 

A. Pennsylvania constitution of 1776 – what it was 

− A constitution that granted all tax paying men the right to vote and hold office and created a 

unicameral (one-house) legislature with complete power; there was no governor to exercise a veto. 

Other provisions mandated a system of elementary education and protected citizens from 

imprisonment for debt. 

 

B. Mixed government – define 

− John Adams's theory from Thoughts on Government (1776), which called for three branches of 

government, each representing one function: executive, legislative, and judicial. 
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C. Women Seek a Public Voice – Eliza Wilkinson vs. Abigail Adams vs. Judith Sargent Murray; what 

each wanted/believed 

− Wilkinson, like most women, didn't seek civic equality but rather an end to restrictive customs and 

laws. Abigail Adams demanded equal rights for married women. She criticized her husband, John 

Adams, and other patriots for fighting for independence from monarchical despotism while 

retaining absolute power over wives. Murray argued that men and women had equal capacities for 

memory, that women had superior imagination and that men were superior in judgment and 

reasoning only because women haven't had the training. 

 

D. Articles of Confederation – what they were, important points, weaknesses 

− The written document defining the structure of the government from 1781-1788, under which the 

Union was a confederation of equal states with no executive and limited powers, existing mainly to 

foster a common defense. 

− Each state had one vote, regardless of size, population or wealth. Important laws needed approval 

of 9 of the 13 states. Changes to the articles required unanimous consent 

− Had no chief executive or judiciary, could not enforce treaty provisions or tax states/the people. 

 

E. Northwest Ordinance of 1787 – what it was; unintended future consequences 

− A land act that established a process by which settled territories would become the states of Ohio, 

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin. It also banned slavery in the Northwest Territory. 

− Extended the geographical divide of free/slave areas and invalidated Native American claims to 

land that would ultimately lead to war.  

 

F. Shays's Rebellion – what it was, outcome 

− A 1786-1787 uprising led by dissenting farmers in western Massachusetts protesting the taxation 

policies of the eastern elites who controlled the state's government. The rebellion failed but it 

showed that many middling Patriot families felt that American oppressors had simply replaced 

British Tyrants. 

 

V. The Constitution of 1787 

A. Virginia Plan –  what it was, who wrote it, key points 

− Drafted by James Madison, presented at the Philadelphia Constitutional Convention. It designated 

a powerful three-branch government, with representation in both houses of the congress to be tied 

to population; this plan eclipsed the voice of small states in national government. 

 

B. New Jersey Plan – what it was, who wrote it, key points 

− An alternative to the Virginia Plan, drafted by delegates from small states, retaining the 

confederation's single-house congress with one vote per state. It shared with the Virginia Plan 
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enhanced congressional powers to raise revenue, control commerce, and make binding requisitions 

on the states. 

 

C. The Great Compromise – what it was 

− A means to please both supporters of the Virginia and New Jersey plans by having the national 

legislature's upper chamber (the Senate) be composed of two members from each state whilst the 

lower chamber (House of Representatives) will be composed apportioned by state population. 

 

D. Slavery – how it complicated the debates, three-fifth compromise 

− "Fugitive clause" appeased slaveholders, allowed masters to reclaim enslaved blacks (or white 

indentured servants) that fled. The words "slave" and "slavery" were excluded from the 

Constitution. Antislavery delegates wanted census numbers for appropriating seats in Congress to 

exclude slaves; southerners wanted them counted as full citizens to boost representation. Agreed 

each slave would constitute 3/5 of a person; helped southern planters dominate the national 

government until 1860. 

 

E. Federalists – define 

− Supporters of the Constitution of 1787, which created a strong central government. 

 

 

F. Antifederalists – define 

− Opponents of the Constitution of 1787 that feared that a powerful and distant central government 

would be out of touch with the needs of citizens. They also complained that it failed to guarantee 

individual liberties in a bill of rights. 

 

G. Federalist No. 10 – what it was, who wrote it, main argument 

− An essay by James Madison in The Federalist (1787-1788) that challenged that republican 

governments only worked in small polities. It argued that a large state would better protect 

republican liberty. 

 

H. Ratification – how it finally happened 

− Massachusetts January 1788, Federalists promised that a bill of rights would be added to the 

constitution. By spring 9 of the 13 states ratified the constitution. Votes were close. 


